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Graphene has recently attracted a
great deal of interest in both acade-
mia and industry because of its un-

ique electronic1 and optical properties.2 The
superb characteristics of graphene make
this material one of the most promis-
ing candidates for various applications,
such as ultrafast electronic circuits1,3 and
photodetectors,2 clean and renewable
energy,4 and rapid single-molecule DNA
sequencing.5 The electronic properties of
graphene systems heavily rely on the num-
ber of graphene layers,6 on their intrinsic
defects,7 and on the coupling of the gra-
phene sheet with the underlying substrate.1

Fine control over the thickness and the
crystalline structure of graphene layers is
essential to realize the unique properties of
graphene. Graphene films can be produced
by mechanical exfoliation of graphite,1 so-
lution approaches,8,9 thermal decomposi-
tion of silicon carbide (SiC),10,11 chemical
vapor deposition (CVD),12-15 and segrega-
tion on catalytic metals.16-18 Among these
methods, CVD and carbon segregation from
a solid source are promising approaches to
generate large scale graphene layers with
high quality. For instance, monolayer gra-
phene with coverage of more than 95%
on Cu foils15,19,20 have been reported.
Millimeter-scale monolayer graphene was
synthesized on a Ru(0001) single crystal.21,22

Bilayer and multilayer graphene can be
synthesized on single crystalline SiC.10,11

Despite these significant advances in the
synthesis of large-area graphene, few-layer
graphene or graphene islands on mono-
layer graphene have been often observed
instead of monolayer graphene with high
uniformity. Particularly, the maximum cover-
age of monolayer graphene on a nickel (Ni)
substrate19 is less than 20%. The variability in
the thickness of graphene layers and gra-
phene grains over the same substrate leads

to fluctuations of the electric transport prop-
erties of graphene,3,14,15 thus preventing us
from taking advantage of the distinct proper-
ties ofmonolayergraphene forpractical large-
scale integrated applications.
Among the substrates used for the synth-

esis of graphene,12-26 the Ni(111) surface
provides one of the best templates, due to
small lattice mismatches of this surface with
the graphene structure.16,17 This property
makes Ni(111) one of the most promising
catalytic metals for commensurate epitaxial
growth of structurally homogeneous gra-
phene, and it accounts for the excellent
physical properties shown by graphene
grown on Ni(111), most notably the quan-
tum Hall effect.14 However, there is an in-
trinsic difficulty in synthesizing monolayer
graphene onNi(111) due to a large solubility
of carbon inside the Ni substrate. Here, we
report on centimeter-scale synthesis of
single-layer graphene on a nickel surface
deposited on a highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG) substrate by the diffu-
sion of carbon atoms through the nickel
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ABSTRACT Graphene has attracted an enormous amount of interest recently because of its

unique electronic, optical, mechanical, and other properties. We report a promising method for

producing single-layer graphene fully covering an entire substrate at low temperature. Single-

layer graphene sheets have been synthesized on a whole 2 cm�2 cm nickel (Ni) film deposited

on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate by heating the Ni/HOPG in a vacuum.

The carbon atoms forming our graphene are diffused from the graphite substrate through the

nickel template. Our results demonstrate how to control the amount of carbon atoms for

graphene formation to yield graphene films with a fine controlled thickness and crystal

structure. Our method represents a significant step toward the scalable synthesis of high-

quality graphene films with predefined thickness and toward realizing the unique properties of

graphene films.
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template. Our results demonstrate howoptimization of
the relevant parameters for producing the graphene;
annealing time and temperature;yields a fine control
of thickness and structure of the graphene layer. Our
method represents a significant step toward the scal-
able synthesis of graphene films with high structural
quality and finely controlled thicknesses and toward
realizing the unique properties of graphene.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To solve the problem of large solubility of carbon
inside a Ni substrate and to realize commensurate
epitaxial growth ofmetal templates and of subsequent
graphene, we epitaxially grow a Ni(111) surface on
an HOPG(0001) surface (see Supporting Information,
Figure S1) and produce a single-atomic layer graphene
on top of this Ni template by controlling the diffusion
of carbon atoms from the HOPG(0001) through the Ni
layer (Figure 1a) in high vacuum conditions (see
Methods). Figure 1b shows one of the typical graphene
samples that we prepared with this method. It has a
size of 2 cm � 2 cm, and the protruding flakes are due
to a mechanical cleavage of the HOPG substrate. An
atomic force microscopy image of one of these single-
layer graphene samples grown on a Ni(111)/HOPG-
(0001) template over a 4.5 μm � 4.5 μm scan area is
displayed in Figure 1c. This image shows a vertical
corrugation of ∼5.9 nm and a root-mean-square
roughness of ∼6.9 Å over the whole image due to
the interface among the percolated Ni(111) islands
composing the Ni(111) template. The root-mean-
square roughness of the flat areas on top of the Ni(111)
grains has a typical value of ∼3.2 Å, that points to a
smooth graphene layer grown on top of the Ni sub-
strate. A typical scanning tunneling microscopy image

(local density of states) of our samples (Figure 1d)
shows one of the two sublattices of the honeycomb
structure of the sample on the Ni/HOPG, with a mea-
sured lattice constant of 2.4 ( 0.2 Å; although the
distance between the carbon atoms in graphene is
∼1.4 Å, in our STM images one of the sublattices is
missing, in good agreement with previous obser-
vations.27,28 These measurements suggest that our
sample is graphene and a high-quality graphene layer
grown on the Ni(111)/HOPG(0001) template.
Raman spectroscopy has shown to be a powerful

tool to count graphene layers,29 and we have used this
technique to characterize our graphene samples. How-
ever, due to a relatively strong electronic coupling be-
tween the graphene and the Ni substrate,30 we did not
detect any Raman characteristics between 1000 and
3500 cm-1 when using 532 and 514 nmexcitation lasers.
As an alternative tool, we used scanning Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES)10,17,18 simultaneously with scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) to evaluate the uniformity
and thickness of the our graphene samples (Figure 2).
Here, we have measured the KLL Auger electron transi-
tion of carbon (C KLL) and the LMM and MVV Auger
transitions of nickel (Ni LMM and Ni MVV, respectively).
The identical intensity of the C KLL signal (Figure 2g)
suggests a uniform thickness of our graphene samples
covering the whole Ni substrate. A typical SEM image of
our samples (Figure 2a) revealed the presence of Ni
grains with different color contrasts and steps, as well
as dark hole-like defects and small very bright protrusions
(see Supporting Information, Figures S2-S3). The small
dark spotpointedbyanarrow in theSEM image (Figure2a)
displays the brightest feature in the map for the C KLL
transition (Figure 2c) over the sampled area. Although
the C KLLmapdoes display a slight color contrast in the
brighter and darker regions, the peak-to-peak magni-
tudes of C KLL (Figure 2g) andNiMVV transition spectra
(Figure 2f) taken over different regions of the sample
show a negligible variation, in contrast to considerable
changes of the Ni LMM transition spectra (Figure 2h).
According to this intensity variation, the Ni LMM map
(Figure 2d) shows strong contrast between the bright-
er and darker regions in the SEM image (Figure 2a),
where the spectra were taken (see the areas high-
lighted with circles), indicating that the contrast differ-
ence in the SEM imagemainly stemmed from different
electron emissions from the underlying Ni grains
showing different crystalline orientations (see Support-
ing Information and relevant discussion, Figure S4) at
an ∼10 kV acceleration voltage. The different Ni LMM
transition intensities may be due to channeling effects
stemming from different orientations deviating from
the Ni(111) direction. For instance, in the case of the Ni/
HOPG substrate annealed for∼23 h at 650 �C, the crystal
orientation of all grains is seemingly in the Ni(111)
direction (see Supporting Information, Figure S4b,c).
However, with respect to the Ni(111) direction (see

Figure 1. Novel Ni(111)/HOPG(0001) system for production
of high-quality single-atomic graphene layer: (a) schematic
diagram of graphene growth system and formation mecha-
nism; (b) grapheneonNi(111)/HOPG(0001) (size: 2 cm�2 cm);
(c) AFM image of our graphene sheet; (d) constant current
STM image of our graphene sheet. The top-right and bottom-
left insets show a two-dimensional fast Fourier transform
taken from the STM image and STM image superimposed by
the honeycomb lattice of graphene, respectively.
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Supporting Information, Figure S4e-g), 72.5% of
grains were oriented in a range from 0� to 1�, 26.7%
of grains were in a range from 1� to 2�, and 0.7% were
in a range from 2� to 3�. The results suggest that our
graphene sample has a uniform thickness except for a
few localized brightest spots, of which one is pointed
to by an arrow (Figure 2c), regardless of the brighter
and darker Ni grains observed in the SEM image.
However, if the Ni grain boundaries are present, this

may lead to inhomogeneity of the graphene synthesis
(see Supporting Information, Figure S5).
To understand the growth dynamics and to deter-

mine the thickness of our graphene sheet grown on a
Ni(111)/HOPG(0001) template, the sample was worn
down by ion-gun sputtering, and AES spectra were
acquired at several time intervals during the abrading
process (Figure 2i-l). After 60 s sputtering, the peak
intensity of the C KLL transition decreased to 43% of its

Figure 2. AES characterization of a graphene sheet grown on Ni(111)/HOPG(0001): (a) SEM image, showing brighter and darker
grains, aswell as small dark spots indicatedby the arrow; (b) NiMVVAuger electronmap; (c) C KLLAuger electronmap; (d) Ni LMM
Auger electronmap. (e-h) AESdifferential spectra of a graphene sheet obtained fromvariousbrighter anddarker regionsmarked
with corresponding colored circles in panels a-d: (e) survey spectra; (f) Ni MVV spectra; (g) C KLL spectra, showing no intensity
change in the brighter and darker regions; (h) Ni LMM spectra, showing variation of intensity in the brighter and darker regions.
(i-l) Evolution of Auger electron intensity of graphene layer with sputtering time: (i) survey spectra; (j) Ni MVV spectra; (k) C KLL
spectra; (l) Ni LMM spectra. After ∼90 s of sputtering the sample, a C KLL signal was still detected.
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original magnitude (Figure 2k), while the peak inten-
sities of Ni MVV (Figure 2j) and Ni LMM (Figure 2l)
transitions increased 274% and 129%, respectively,
with respect to their initial values. Further changes
along the same trendwere observedwith an additional
30 s of sputtering time. After a total of ∼90 s sputter-
ing of the sample, the intensities of these transitions
barely changed, and a carbon signal was still detected
(Figure 2k). We believe that this signal corresponds to
carbon atoms embedded in the Ni substrate (see
Supporting Information, Figure S6). These observations
indicate that the formation of our graphene sheet
on Ni(111)/HOPG(0001) is different from the growth
mechanism of graphene on copper,15 and from the
synthesis of graphenefilmsonNi basedonothermethods
such as CVD13,14 and segregation.12,16,17 The carbon atoms
that form our graphene layer are controlled by the HOPG
substrate by a diffusion process through the Ni template,
which is the difference, that is, how to control carbon to
dissolve in thebulk ofNifilmandhowmuchcarbonatoms
dissolved in the Ni template. Segregation of these carbon
atoms from the Ni film, nucleation at the Ni grain bound-
aries, and finally diffusion of carbon atoms on the Ni(111)
surface further controls the formation of our graphene
layer. These dynamic processes depend very much on
the time and annealing temperature of the sample during
the preparation process; parameters that together with
the saturation solubility15 of carbon in Ni;significantly
less than 0.1% in weight after annealing a Ni thin film at
650 �C (ref 31) (see Supporting Information, Figure S6);
are critical for the formation of the our graphene samples.
We used a standard attenuation model32,33 to esti-

mate the thickness of our graphene sheet grown on
Ni(111)/HOPG(0001). Because low-energy electrons
are more sensitive to surface changes, the peak-to-
peak magnitude of the Ni MVV transition (Figure 2j)
was used for calculating the thickness of the graphene
layer according to this elemental relation:33

Isub ¼ Isub, pure exp[- (nd0)=λ sin(θ)] (1)

where Isub is the peak-to-peak magnitude of the Ni
MVV transition prior to wearing down the sample by
ion-gun sputtering, Isub,pure is the peak-to-peak magni-
tude of the Ni MVV peak after removing the graphene
layer (i.e., 700 s sputtering time), n is the number of
graphene layers, d0 is the theoretical thickness of
graphene (3.35 Å), θ is the electron takeoff angle (42�
for the present Auger instrument), and λ is the inelastic
mean free path (IMFP) of the Auger electrons for
graphene. We have used a value of 4.5 Å as the IMFP
for the electron energy of the NiMVV transition that we
recently derived for graphene.32 By applying this IMFP
value and the intensities of Ni MVV transition peaks to
the equation, the thickness of the our graphene layer
grown on Ni(111)/HOPG(0001) was calculated to be
3.1 Å, suggesting a single-atomic graphene layer. This
thickness value is smaller than the interlayer spacing

between two graphene layers in graphite (3.35 Å), yet
reasonable considering the orbital hybridization at the
interface between graphene and Ni.30

To further identify our sample as graphene and
confirm that our graphene sheet grown on Ni(111)/
HOPG(0001) is a single-atomic layer of graphene, we
transferred the graphene sheet from the Ni substrate
on a silicon substrate coatedwith a SiO2 layer, and then
characterized it with Raman spectroscopy (Figure 3).
The Raman spectra show typical features of mono-
layer graphene:29 a symmetric 2D band centered at
∼2680 cm-1 with a full width at half-maximum (fwhm)
of∼40 cm-1, a G band centered at∼1580 cm-1, and a
G/2D intensity ratio of ∼0.31. A total of 100 Raman
spectra were randomly collected from a Raman map
acquired over a 90 μm� 90 μmarea of the sample, and
all of them showed such single-layered graphene char-
acteristics. Several Raman maps were collected over
different locations of the sample, producing identical
results and an average G/2D intensity ratio of ∼0.31 (
0.03 (Figure 3d). All this experimental evidence indicated
that we had synthesized a large-scale single-atomic
graphene layer on Ni(111)/HOPG(0001). The Raman
spectra also show a faint D band (∼1350 cm-1) asso-
ciated with an almost negligible density of defects.29 The
Raman maps (Figure 3a-b), the high-resolution SEM
image (Figure 3e), and the optical image (Figure 3f) of
the graphene sheet on the SiO2 substrate suggest the
transferred graphene is highly homogeneous. The defec-
tive D peak may be associated with the defectlike points
as observed in the SEMandoptical images,whichmaybe
either inherent to the original graphene sheet and
originated from grain boundary34 or caused by the
transfer35 to the SiO2/Si substrate since we found that
transferring our graphene on the Ni/HOPG by the con-
ventional etching method14 is more difficult than trans-
ferring the graphene films synthesized on Ni/SiO2/Si
substrate. The difficulty in transferring our graphene
might be due to a strong interaction of the graphene
sheet with the HOPG substrate after etching away the Ni
layer and to interaction of the poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) coated on the graphene surface for transfer with
the rough edges of the HOPG substrate in contrast to the
sharp edges of a SiO2/Si substrate.
The analysis of SEM images, Auger elemental maps,

and AES spectra over the entire sample (2 cm � 2 cm)
showed that macroscopic defects induced by holes,
very bright protrusions, and grain boundaries are less
than 1% in area (see Supporting Information, Figures
S2-S3). Thus, our single-layer graphene sheet covers
more than 99% of the entire Ni(111)/HOPG(0001)
sample. All the Raman spectra collected from our
graphene sample show single-layer characteristics
based on the fwhm of the 2D band (∼40 cm-1), the
peak intensity ratio IG/I2D (∼0.31), and thesingleandsharp
2D peak, with the localized points where appear to be
defective as pointed by an arrow (Figure 3b). It should be
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noted that the estimated 1% area covered by macro-
scopicdefects canbe further eliminatedbyoptimizing the
growth conditions together with improving the cleavage
of the HOPG substrate. A poorly cleaved HOPG surface
could affect the formation of the Ni(111) template, which
in turn influences the continuity/quality of graphene
synthesized on it (see Supporting Information, Figure
S7). So far, no othermethods have obtained such a nearly
100% coverage of single-layer graphene on a full Ni
substrate,36,37 on which commensurate epitaxial growth
of structurally homogeneous graphene can be attained.

CONCLUSIONS

We provide a method for the synthesis of single-
atomic layer epitaxial graphene covering almost 100%
of a Ni(111)/HOPG(0001) surface at low temperatures
(∼650 �C) except for a few fractions associated with
macroscopic defects. The sample size is easily scalable
to large dimensions, limited only by the size of the
substrate and the growth chamber. The graphene
grown by the method presented here may be success-
fully transferred to other templates and achieves an
almost 100% single-atomic layer graphene coverage of
a desired substrate, either by intercalation methods30

(to weaken the interaction between the metal sub-
strate and the graphene layer) or by first separating the
Ni substrate from the HOPG template and then etching
away theNi. Single-layer graphenehasuniqueproperties,
such as very highmobility and an extraordinary quantum
Hall effect, that bilayer and few-layer graphene films do
not show.1,38 We anticipate that the graphene grown
with ourmethodmight have distinct transport character-
istics due to the almost nonexistent lattice mismatch
between HOPG(0001) and Ni(111), and between Ni and
graphene; a characteristic that is drastically different from
graphene sheets grown on silicon carbide,10,11 copper,15

ruthenium,21,22 palladium,24 iridium,25 or platinum.26 De-
spite this, the method is suitable for these metallic
templates for producing graphene films with carbon
atoms from a solid carbon source. Thus, graphene
synthesized by this method may provide an interesting
system for the exploration of relevant properties of
nonmechanical exfoliated graphene and for practical
large-scale applications. Our approach opens a new
venue for guiding the graphene production process, as
graphene films with high crystalline quality and uniform
thickness are essential to realize unique electron trans-
port for graphene-based technologies.

METHODS
Graphene Synthesis. A 100-nm-thick Ni film was deposited on

a freshly cleaved HOPG(0001) substrate (SPI Supplies) by an
E-gun evaporation system (RDEB-1206K, R-DEC Co. Ltd.) with a
deposition rate of ∼0.1 nm/s under a base pressure of ∼7.5 �
10-8 Torr. The as-grown Ni on the HOPG(0001) (see Supporting

Information, Figure S1) was annealed in a quartz tube for 6-
30 h at 600-900 �C under a base pressure of∼5.0� 10-8 Torr;
subsequently, the temperature was decreased to 650 �C and
maintained there for∼30 min; finally, the system was cooled to
room temperature at a cooling rate of ca. 2-50 �C/min. We
found that the treatment temperature and the time significantly

Figure 3. Characterization of graphene sheet transferred on SiO2/Si, showing large-scale, uniform single-atomic graphene
layer. (a) Raman 2D band (∼2680 cm-1). (b) Raman G band (∼1580 cm-1). (c) Raman spectra from marked spots with
corresponding colored squares as in panels a and b; and a defectiveD band (∼1350 cm-1) appeared in one of the spectra. The
Raman spectroscopy results were obtained from the graphene sheet transferred on a∼200 nm SiO2 surface. (d) Scatter plots
of Raman G peak intensity versus 2D peak intensity (bottom, left axis) and Raman G peak intensity versus the intensity G/2D
ratio (bottom, right axis). The “IG/I2D: 0.31 ( 0.03” represents the G/2D intensity ratio with mean value of 0.31 and standard
deviation of 0.03. (e) High-resolution SEM image of the graphene transferred on a∼300 nm SiO2 surface. (f) High-resolution
optical microscope image of the graphene transferred on a ∼300 nm SiO2 surface.
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affect the formation of the Ni(111) surface, for example with
respect to grain boundary and orientation, and in turn the
quality of the graphene sheet. To synthesize uniform single-
layer graphene on a Ni/HOPG substrate, it is essential to
optimize the annealing temperature and annealing time.
The main results in the article were obtained by treating the
sample at 650 �C for 18 h and then allowing a cool down with a
rate ∼30 �C/min.

Graphene Wearing. To understand growth mechanism and to
determine the thickness of our graphene sheet on Ni(111)/
HOPG(0001), the sample was sputtered by rastering a focused
1.0 keV Arþ ion beam with a current of 0.1 μA over an area of
2 mm � 2 mm, and AES spectra were acquired from the center
areas of the sputtered regions at several time intervals during
the abrading process.

Graphene Transfer. For Raman spectroscopy characterization
the graphene sheet on Ni substrate was transferred on a Si
substrate with ∼200 nm SiO2 according to a previous report.14

An ∼500 nm poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was spin-
coated on the surface of as-grown graphene layer on the
Ni(111)/HOPG(0001) template. Subsequently, the Ni layer was
etched away with a FeCl3 (1 M) solution. The PMMA/graphene
was then separated from the HOPG substrate with manual
assistance and then placed on SiO2/Si substrate. The PMMA/
graphene sample transferred on the SiO2/Si substrate was
exposed to acetone to remove the top PMMA layer, washed
by deionizedwater, and blow-driedwith aN2 gas gun.We found
it more difficult to transfer the graphene from a Ni/HOPG
template than from, for instance, a Ni/SiO2/Si substrate using
a similar protocol to the one described in ref 14. This peculiarity
may be due to a stronger interaction of the graphene sheet with
the HOPG substrate after etching away the Ni layer and to
interactions with the rough edges of the HOPG substrate in
contrast with the sharp edges of a SiO2/Si template.

Scanning Auger Electron Spectroscopy. AESmeasurements simul-
taneously with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were per-
formed under ultrahigh vacuum (∼1.0 � 10-10 Torr) at room
temperature with a scanning Auger electron spectroscope
(ULVAC-PHI model SAM650) with a cylindrical mirror analy-
zer.32,33 The takeoff angle of the instrument was 42�. SEM
images were acquired with a primary electron beam of 10 kV.
The incident electron-beam current density for AES spectrum
measurement was typically ∼0.72 nA/μm2. To subtract the
background from the direct Auger spectrum, we used differ-
ential energy spectra. Differential dN(E)/dE Auger spectra were
obtained by numerical derivation of the direct N(E)-integrated
Auger data displaying an absolute scale with counts/second
units by a universal Savitzky-Golay differential filter using five
points, which were used to calculate the peak-to-peak intensity
of Auger electrons and to determine the thickness of the
graphene layer on Ni. The differential spectrum is simply
the differential of the direct spectrumwith respect to energy. In
the differential energy spectrum, it is customary to measure the
peak-to-peak value of the signal. For the Auger transitions, for
example, KLL, LMM, and MVV, measured in the present work,
the K, L, and M represent the K, L, and M shell of an atom,
respectively; the V represents the valence band of an atom. A
KLL (or KL1L2,3) transition suggests an electron in the K shell is
ionized by an incident beam, an electron in the L1 shell fills the
vacancy in the K shell, and the transition energy is imparted to
another electron in the L2,3 shell which is emitted. The negative
peak positions of the C (carbon) KLL, theNi (nickel)MVV, and the
Ni LMM transitions in the differential spectrum are at 275, 64,
and 849 eV, respectively.

Raman Spectroscopy. Raman spectra were recorded with a
RAMAN-11 system (Nanophoton Corp., Japan), which illumi-
nates a line-shaped area on the sample with a line-shaped laser
beam. Raman scattering light from the line-shaped area on the
sample was simultaneously detected by a parallel detection
system.32,39 The scattering signal was dispersed with a Czerny-
Turner type spectrometer (f = 500 mm, the focal length of the
spectrometer) and detected with an electrically cooled charge-
coupled device (CCD) detector (400 pixels � 1340 pixels). The
excitation source was a 532 nm laser with a power setting <1.0
mW to avoid laser-induced damage. The lateral resolution was

∼350 nm focused by a�100 optical lens (numerical aperture of
0.9), and the spectral resolution was ∼1.6 cm-1. From a Raman
map, Raman spectrum at each pixel point can be collected and
analyzed.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). AFM images were acquired in
amplitude-modulation mode (SPA400, SII Nanotechnologies,
Japan) at room temperature in an ambient environment.40 A
supersharp tip with a radius of curvature of the tip of∼5 nmwas
used. Before measurement, the scan parameters such as the
amplitude set point, integral and proportional gains, and scan
rate were optimized.

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). STM images were re-
corded at tunneling conditions with bias of þ0.3 V and tunnel-
ing current of 0.5 nA at 78 K using a low-temperature ultrahigh-
vacuum STM system.41,42 Prior to the observation, the sample
(Ni/HOPG) was annealed at ∼830 �C for ∼21 h, and then the
temperature was decreased to ∼650 �C and maintained there
for ∼30 min in the STM chamber.
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